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Ark Angel
The first three books of the action series starring teen
spy Alex Rider are gathered together in a slipcased
edition.

The Devil and His Boy
In this new story by the author of The Devil's Doorbell,
Martin Hopkins and Richard Cole are together again.
They soon find themselves airbound for Peru where
Richard immediately gets arrested, Martin is beaten
up and robbed of all his belongings, and he and a new
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friend Pedro, are chased by a sinister Mr Todd into a
world of intrigue, suspicion and danger. In the end
they are forced to take on the saving of life itself and
Martin calls on all his strength and mystical power to
combat the evil influences around them.

Bloody Horowitz
Reluctant teenage-spy Alex Rider, on a routine
mission at the Wimbledon tennis championships,
faces a desperate man who has a nuclear weapon and
a serious grudge against the free world. To see his
beloved Russia once again be a dominant power, he
will stop at nothing.

The Night of the Scorpion
From New York Times bestselling author James Rollins
comes a thrilling short story that delves deep beneath
the city of Paris to a dark necropolis, where the only
means for escape is…The Skeleton Key. Seichan is
ripped out of the Sigma series for an adventure all her
own—but can she survive? The beautiful and elusive
assassin wakes in a hotel in Paris with a deadly
electronic collar fastened to her throat. Joined by a
boy who is similarly threatened, she must rescue the
son of a hated enemy, who has fallen under the sway
of the nefarious leader of an apocalyptic cult. To
survive, she must venture into the dark world beneath
the City of Lights, into the infamous catacombs of
Paris. Caught between two enemies, she must fight
for her life…while time ticks down toward a fiery
apocalypse. But in the dark, surrounded by the
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moldering bones of the dead, even success does not
equal survival. In the end, the only true hope for the
world lies in a stunning act of betrayal. Included with
this short story is a sneak peek at the first 70 pages
of The Devil Colony, where a clue unlocked by The
Skeleton Key will play a key role.

Alex Rider - Skeleton Key Characters
The fourth, thrilling episode in the number one
bestselling Alex Rider series. In the fourth book in the
number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony
Horowitz, teenage spy Alex is in the South of France,
hoping to sever his links with MI6. But when a sudden
attack on his hosts plunges Alex back into a world of
violence, he soon uncovers a plan called Eagle strike –
a discovery more terrible than anything he could have
imagined.

Nightshade
A teen gang leader taken for a deadly ride by a car
with a mind of its own. . . . A boy haunted by a
phantom cobra. . . . A reality TV show pitting teens
against grown ups, with only one survivor. . . . From
whose twisted mind can such gruesome stories
unfold? Only Anthony Horowitz. From the
internationally bestselling author of the Alex Rider
missions, this collection of harrowing tales is sure to
have you smiling in terrified pleasure. But whatever
you do, don't turn out the lights!

Never Say Die
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The fun new Pete the Kitty series from New York
Times bestselling author-illustrator James Dean
introduces young readers to Pete the Cat before he
was Pete the Catwhen he was little Pete the Kitty!
Pete the Kitty loves so many wonderful things in
life—like birthday cake, ice cream, his guitar, and
more. But what does this groovy kitty love the most?
Find out in this all-new board book!

Skeleton Key
A gripping insight into the teenage life of Yassen
Gregorovich, set against a backdrop of violence and
corruption. From Yassen's training to become a
deadly assassin, to his later orders to kill a young Alex
Rider, this gripping adventure will be the deadliest
yet.

Crocodile Tears
Alex Rider will soon be a star in his very own TV
series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen superspy
who's saving the world one mission at a time—from
#1 New York Times bestselling author! Scorpia has
dogged Alex Rider for most of his life. They killed his
parents, they did their best to con Alex into turning
traitor, and they just keep coming back with more
power. Now the world's most dangerous terrorist
organization is playing with fire in the world's most
combustible land: the Middle East. No one knows
Scorpia like Alex. And no one knows how best to get
to Alex like Scorpia. Until now. From the author of
Magpie Murders and Moriarty.
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Quite a Ride
Tormented by his mother's death Taken for granted
by his father Trained in deadly martial arts Jason
Steed is looking for a place to call home. He finds
what he's looking for in the Sea Cadets-an elite group
of British youngsters being groomed for lifelong
service in the military. But when a routine training
exercise goes awry, Jason finds himself in the middle
of a secret mission. The future of the world hangs in
the balanceand Jason might be the only one who can
save it. "A coming of age heart wrenching story
packed with laughs and fast paced action. Most
readers who love action and spy fiction will devour
this dynamic book in a single sitting or two, otherwise
they'll be in extreme agony waiting to see what
happens next." -Fictionreviewer.com

Granny
This book consists of articles from Wikia or other free
sources online. Pages: 63. Chapters: Females, Males,
Alex Rider Characters, Belinda Troy, Donna Treat, Dr.
Myra Bennett, Elizabeth Pleasure, Eva Stellenbosch,
Fiona Friend, Helen Bosworth, Helen Rider, Jack
Starbright, Julia Rothman, Kanako and Yuzuru, Nadia
Vole, Sabina Pleasure, Tamara Knight, Tulip Jones,
Abdul-Aziz al-Razim, Alan Blunt, Alexander Rider,
Alexei Sarov, Alex Pettyfer, Alex Rider Characters,
Anan Sukit, Anthony Sean Howel, Ben Daniels, Bill
Nighy, Bill Tanner, Boris Kiriyenko, Captain Hermann
de Wynter, Cassian James, Charlie Roper, Combat
Jacket, Conrad, Damian Cray, Derek Smithers,
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Desmond McCain, Dimitry Ivanov, Dr. Hugo Grief, Dr.
Three, Edward Pleasure, Ed Shulsky, Erik Gunter,
Ethan Brooke, Ewan McGregor, Force Three, General
Alexei Sarov, General Alexi Sarov, General Sarov,
George Adair, Gordon Ross, Graham Adair, Harold
Bulman, Harold Liebermann, Henryk, Herod Sayle,
Hugo Vries, Ian Rider, James Sprintz, Jerry Harris, Joe
Canterbury, John Crawley, John Rider, Julius Grief,
Leonard Straik, Levi Kroll, Magnus Payne, Major
Winston Yu, Marc Antonio, Marc Damon, Mark Kellner,
Max Grendel, Max Webber, Michael J. Roscoe, Mr.
Baxter, Mr. Grin, Nicholas Marc, Nikolei Vladimir
Drevin, Nile, Njenga, Paul Drevin, Paul Roscoe, Prime
Minister, Professor Sing, Rahim, Ravi Chandra,
Scooter, Sir David Friend, Skoda, Snake, Stephen Fry,
The Gentleman, Tom Harris, Tom McMorin, Tom
Turner, Walker, Wolf, X-Ray, Yannis Ariston
Xenopolos, Yassen Gregorovich, Zeljan Kurst, Alan
Blunt, Alexander Rider, Alexei Sarov, Alex Rider
Characters, Belinda Troy, Boris Kiriyenko, Conrad,
Derek Smithers, General Alexei Sarov, General Sarov,
Jack Starbright, John Crawley, Sabina Pleasure, Tom
Turner, Tulip Jones. Excerpt: A list of the majority of
the characters/orgaizations in the Alex Rider series by
Anthony Horowitz, grouped in alphabetical order and
in protagonist/antagonist categories. See Short Story
Characters fo

Alex Rider: Secret Weapon
Fifteen-year-old MI6 agent Alex Rider travels around
the world on a dangerous mission to destroy the
deadly terrorist organization, Scorpia, once and for all.
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Point Blank
After being told that his father was an assassin for a
criminal organization, fourteen-year-old Alex goes to
Italy to find out more and becomes involved in a plan
to kill thousands of English schoolchildren. Reprint.

Stormbreaker
Resembling an MI6 secret dossier, these classified
documents reveal the inside story of British
Intelligence's secret weapon: 14-year-old Alex Rider.
Packed with information about every aspect of his
missions to date, The Mission Files is an unbeatable
guide to the teen super-spy's adventures. It includes
five full-size, double-sided posters and two booklets
containing everything you need to know about codes
and spycraft.

Point Blanc
Teenage superspy Alex Rider travels from a
reconnaissance mission at Wimbledon Tennis
Championships to an investigation on Cayo Esqueleto,
Cuba. He begins to make chilling links between
several deaths, an illegal nuclear weapons deal and
General Sarov's plans for the future of the world.

Fledgling: Jason Steed
The third, explosive mission in the number one
bestselling Alex Rider series. In the third book in the
number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony
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Horowitz, teenage spy Alex faces his most dangerous
challenge yet. Teaming up with the CIA, Alex must go
to a remote Caribbean island called Skeleton Key,
where the insane general Sarov is hatching explosive
plans to re-write history.

Scorpia
After being told that his father was an assassin for a
criminal organization, fourteen-year-old Alex goes to
Italy to find out more and becomes involved in a plan
to kill thousands of English schoolchildren.

Tree of Dreams
From internationally bestselling author Anthony
Horowitz comes the twelfth thrilling installment of the
Alex Rider series! Follow the world's greatest teen spy
as he sets off to Gibraltar after the death of Scorpia,
and enters into a battle against a new criminal
organization: Nightshade. Following the shocking
events of Never Say Die, Alex Rider's world has
changed: his biggest enemy, the evil organization
Scorpia, has been destroyed. Alex is hoping his life
can finally go back to normal, that he can go to school
and spend time with his friends--but very quickly
everything changes. A new and dangerous criminal
organization--Nightshade--is rising. When Alex
discovers they've planned a mysterious attack on
London, he will stop at nothing to take them down.
But protecting his home city means facing off a
ruthless new enemy and putting his life at stake,
again. And this time, there's no one to save him if he
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makes a mistake. The #1 New York Times and
internationally bestselling Alex Rider series is back
with a vengeance in this edge-of-your-seat adventure.
Perfect for fans of James Bond and Jason Bourne!

The Switch
After recovering from a near fatal gunshot wound,
teenage spy Alex Rider embarks on a new mission to
stop a group of eco-terrorists from sabotaging the
launch of the first outer space hotel. Reprint.

The Skeleton Key: A Short Story
Exclusive
Presents behind-the-scenes interviews and
information on the stunts performed and gadgets
used in the new Alex Rider movie.

Alex Rider Graphic Novel 6: Ark Angel
After the death of the uncle who had been his
guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex Rider is coerced to
continue his uncle's dangerous work for Britain's
intelligence agency, MI6.

The Alex Rider Set
While working with the Australian Secret Service on a
dangerous mission, teenaged spy Alex Rider uncovers
information about his parents.

Alex Rider
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The Skeleton Key of Mathematics
Straightforward explanation of abstract principles
common to science and math, including Euclid's
algorithm; congruences; polynomials; complex
numbers and algebraic fields; algebraic integers,
ideals, and p-adic numbers; groups; Galois theory;
algebraic geometry; more.

Snakehead
Relaxing in the south of France with his friend Sabine
and her family, reluctant MI6 agent Alex Rider is able
to be like any ordinary 14-year-old. That is until a
sudden attack on his hosts plunges him back into a
world of violence and mystery - but this time MI6
don't want to know.

An Alex Rider Adventure : Skeleton Key
A short story collection that expands the universe of
teen spy Alex Rider with more thrilling action,
espionage, and pulse-pounding heroics. Now in
paperback! Inspired by Horowitz's millions of fans
worldwide, Secret Weapon expands the world of Alex
Rider with more thrilling action and pulse-pounding
heroics. Follow Alex as he infiltrates a terrorist
hideout in Afghanistan, fights to prevent an
assassination attempt at a ski resort over Christmas,
and much more! The #1 New York Times bestselling
Alex Rider is back with more exciting, edge-of-yourseats adventures! A great introduction to readers'
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favorite super-spy, Secret Weapon contains a
combination of new and previously published
material.

The Alex Rider Collection
Twelve-year-old Joe Warden isn't happy. Sure, he's
rich, but his parents don't care about him. His
grandmother should make everything better, except
that Joe's granny is a nightmare. She's not just
physically repulsive, she's horribly mean. Everyone
thinks she's just a dotty old woman, but Joe knows the
truth. He's seen behind her mask and glimpsed the
wicked glimmer in her eyes - she is pure evil. And now
she's out to get Joe, unless he can stop her and her
band of nasty grannies first.

Skeleton Key
Alex Rider
From the # 1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Alex Rider series. Tom Falconer is in trouble.
Pursued by the notorious criminal Ratsey, Tom soon
finds himself alone and hungry on the streets of
London. Luckily enough, the mysterious Dr. Mobius
soon recruits Tom to play an important role in a play
to be performed in front of Queen Elizabeth. Tom
knows there’s something not right about Mobius, but
he’s willing to take a risk in order to keep his neck out
of Ratsey’s murderous hands. Little does Tom realize
that Mobius’s dark secret will trap him in the middle
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of an international conspiracy, holding the fate of the
English empire in his hands.

Russian Roulette
Teen super-spy Alex Rider's first four bestselling
adventures, presented in an eye-catching slipcase
The first four adventures in Anthony Horowitz's
bestselling series about fourteen-year-old MI6 super
spy Alex Rider are collected here, from Alex's forcible
drafting into MI6 to his confrontation with pop-star
turned terrorist Damian Cray. Follow Alex across the
world as he takes on spine-chilling villains and
uncovers vast conspiracies, armed only with his wits
and an arsenal of high-tech gadgets. Slipcase includes
Stormbreaker, Point Blanc, Skeleton Key, and Eagle
Strike.

Scorpia: An Alex Rider Graphic Novel
One evening Tad makes the mistake of wishing he
was someone else. He wakes up as Bob Snarby, in the
shabbiest funfair imaginable. Switched from a life of
luxury to a life of squalor, Tad finds himself in a world
of crime, cruelty, mysterious fortune tellers and the
murderous Finn.

Eagle Strike
This pack contains the four bestselling books about
reluctant teenage superspy Alex Rider.

Alex Rider: Missions 1-4
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Clara Luna's name means "clear moon" in Spanish.
But lately, her head has felt anything but clear. One
day a letter comes from Mexico, written in Spanish:
Dear Clara, We invite you to our house for the
summer. We will wait for you on the day of the full
moon, in June, at the Oaxaca airport. Love, your
grandparents. Fourteen-year-old Clara has never met
her father's parents. She knows he snuck over the
border from Mexico as a teenager, but beyond that,
she knows almost nothing about his childhood. When
she agrees to go, she's stunned by her grandparents'
life: they live in simple shacks in the mountains of
southern Mexico, where most people speak not only
Spanish, but an indigenous language, Mixteco. The
village of Yucuyoo holds other surprises, too-- like the
spirit waterfall, which is heard but never seen. And
Pedro, an intriguing young goatherder who wants to
help Clara find the waterfall. Hearing her
grandmother’s adventurous tales of growing up as a
healer awakens Clara to the magic in Yucuyoo, and in
her own soul. What The Moon Saw is an enchanting
story of discovering your true self in the most
unexpected place. From the Hardcover edition.

The Sinister Secret of Frederick K. Bower
Contains fold-out blueprints of the gadgets used by
the teen superspy in Anthony Horowitz's series. This
work includes information from the first six books and
technical specifications of the gadgets used in the
series, as well as classified memos and secret reports.

Pete the Kitty: I Love Pete the Kitty
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Alex Rider is in hospital and determined to put his
spying days behind him. But he is forced back into
action when the vicious terrorist group Force Three
takes him prisoner. Alex makes his escape - yet his
most perilous adventure is only just beginning. Alex
must stop Force Three in their attempt to destroy
Russian billionaire Nikolei Drevin and his revolutionary
space hotel Ark Angel; but this time, the teenage
superspy will have to push himself to the limits - and
beyond.A bold and stylish graphic novel adaptation of
the sixth novel in Anthony Horowitz's acclaimed Alex
Rider series.

Eagle Strike
MI6 needs Alex Rider's help once again. But when a
routine reconnaissance mission sets off a terrifying
chain of events, Alex is forced to hide out. The
reluctant teenage superspy is sent to the island of
Skeleton Key where General Sarov is hatching
explosive plans to rewrite history.

What the Moon Saw
In this thrilled, action-packed 13-page E-special, Alex
Rider's training is put to the test! Just a few months
into his new life as Britain’s top superspy, Alex Rider
is in need of some serious r&r. But what should have
been a fun, relaxing vacation on the south of France
turns deadly. Alex will need to use all of his training to
get out of this tight spot, because there’s more than
just his life at stake in this nail-biting story.
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The Mission Files
Alex Rider will soon be a star in his very own TV
series! Alex Rider is an orphan turned teen superspy
who's saving the world one mission at a time--from
#1 New York Times bestselling author! When an
investigation into a series of mysterious deaths leads
agents to an elite prep school for rebellious kids, MI6
assigns Alex Rider to the case. Before he knows it,
Alex is hanging out with the sons of the rich and
powerful, and something feels wrong. These former
juvenile delinquents have turned well-behaved,
studious--and identical--overnight. It's up to Alex to
find out who is masterminding this nefarious plot,
before they find him. From the author of Magpie
Murders and Moriarty.

Scorpia Rising
Alex Rider's eighth, adrenaline fueled adventure in
the number one bestselling series. In the eighth book
in the number one bestselling Alex Rider series by
Anthony Horowitz, Alex meets international do-gooder
Desmond McCain. But a simple card game between
them rapidly leads to a duel to the death – one that
could result in the destruction of an entire country.

Stormbreaker
A beating heart. A talking tree. The rain forest. Love.
Mysticism. Harvest. And above all, chocolate.
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